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Enhancement of the magnetic anisotropy of nanometer-sized Co clusters:
Influence of the surface and of interparticle interactions
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We study the magnetic properties of spherical Co clusters with diameters between 0.8 nm and 5.2 nm
~25–7000 atoms! prepared by sequential sputtering of Co and Al2O3. The particle size distribution has been
determined from the equilibrium susceptibility and magnetization data and it is compared with previous
structural characterizations. The distribution of activation energies has been independently obtained from a
scaling plot of the ac susceptibility. Combining these two distributions we have accurately determined the
effective anisotropy constantKe f f . We find thatKe f f is enhanced with respect to the bulk value and that it is
dominated by a strong anisotropy induced at the surface of the clusters. Interactions between the magnetic
moments of adjacent layers are shown to increase the effective activation energy barrier for the reversal of the
magnetic moments. Finally, this reversal process is shown to proceed classically down to the lowest tempera-
ture investigated~1.8 K!.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.094409 PACS number~s!: 75.50.Tt, 75.70.2i, 75.40.Gb, 75.70.Rf
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I. INTRODUCTION

Single-domain magnetic particles are attractive for ap
cations in data storage. Their properties differ from those
the bulk magnets1 because, as the size of the particles d
creases, an increasing fraction of the total magnetic at
lies at the surface. The electronic and magnetic structur
these atoms can be modified by the smaller number of ne
bors as compared to the bulk2–4 and/or by the interaction
with the surrounding atoms of the matrix where the partic
are dispersed. It was shown that surface effects might lea
a smaller net magnetic moment of the particle.5,6 By contrast,
experiments performed on ‘‘bare’’ particles of Fe, Co, and
produced in beams7,8 show that the net magnetic moment p
atom increases as the size of the cluster decreases, appr
ing the limiting value for a free atom. In addition, the n
anisotropy of the particle exceeds the bulk value.9,10 This
excess was recently correlated to the augmentation of
orbital magnetic moment of the peripheral atoms.11,12

Magnetic nanoparticles are also good candidates for
study of quantum effects in intermediate scales between
microscopic and the macroscopic classical world.13,14 In real
systems, however, we usually deal with macroscopic
sembles of particles with different sizes and shapes. The
erage magnetic properties of these systems come from i
particle as well as interparticle phenomena, which
usually difficult to disentangle. Therefore, in this field
research it is desirable to obtain systems in which each of
parameters, such as the average particle size, the particle
distribution, the crystalline structure, and the spatial arran
ment of the particles, can be varied independently of e
other.

We believe that the work reported here is a step forw
in this direction. We present the magnetic characterization
a new type of systems of Co nanoparticles, embedded in
0163-1829/2002/65~9!/094409~10!/$20.00 65 0944
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amorphous matrix of Al2O3, prepared by sequential depos
tion of both materials.15–17 By varying the deposition time
the diameter of the aggregates can be controlled betw
below 1 nm and 7 nm. For a range of thicknesses, a r
tively ordered disposition of the particles with a rather h
mogeneous dispersion of the particles inside the matrix
obtained, in which they are arranged in layers separated f
the adjacent ones by a controllable distance.17 The paper is
organized as follows. In the first two sections we brie
describe the method employed to prepare the samples
their physical characterization. Then, we present our exp
mental results. Using the data obtained from ac magn
susceptibility, zero-field-cooled~ZFC! and field-cooled~FC!
magnetization measurements, and isotherms of magne
tion as a function of the field, we have determined the p
ticle size distribution in samples which have been prepa
with different Co deposition times. We compare these res
with available data from a previous structural characteri
tion. This important information is then used to accurate
determine the effective anisotropy constant and its varia
with the size of the particles. We have also been able
separate surface anisotropy effects from the effect of
dipole-dipole interaction between the magnetic moments
the particles. The last section is left for the conclusions.

II. MORPHOLOGY AND STRUCTURE OF THE SAMPLES

The Co aggregates were prepared in Orsay by spu
deposition of Co atoms on a smooth alumina surface. Det
of the sample preparation and of its structural character
tion have already been reported elsewhere.15–17 The amount
of deposited Co is given here by the nominal thicknesstCo
that the deposits would have if they were homogeneous. T
amount was measured by using energy-dispersive x
spectroscopy in the transmission electron microscope
found to be within less than 5% of the planned dose in
©2002 The American Physical Society09-1
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cases. Clusters are formed below the percolation limit wh
appears to occur attCo52 nm. On top of each Co layer
new alumina layer of about 3 nm was deposited. Oxidized
was used as a substrate. A given sample is usually mad
piling up a numberN ~1–100 for the samples studied here! of
these layers.17 It was found that the amount of Co deposit
on the surface is larger than the Co mass which forms c
ters visible by transmission electron microscopy~TEM!. The
relative difference between these quantities increases astCo

decreases. Therefore, we have in our samples nonaggre
atoms or very small clusters, which contribute to the m
netic signal of the samples, in addition to Co aggregates.
of the difficulties of the interpretation of the magnetic data
to separate these two contributions.

The morphology, size, and spatial distribution of the a
gregates were also studied using the TEM data. The ag
gates are of approximately spherical shape~at least fortCo
,1 nm). The average diameter^D& of the particles in-
creases linearly withtCo . We give in Table I a list of the
important parameters obtained from these experiments fo
samples studied.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The magnetic measurements were performed in Zarag
using a commercial Superconducting quantum interfere
device ~SQUID! magnetometer in the temperature range
1.8 K,T,320 K and in magnetic fields up to 5 T. The a
susceptibility was measured by applying a small ac fi
~0.45 mT! to the sample with frequencyv/2p in between
0.01 Hz and 1.5 kHz. The samples had a rather large diam
netic signal arising from the silicon substrate. This contrib
tion was estimated independently by measuring a bare
strate and found to be linear in field and independent of
temperature. It was subsequently subtracted from all exp
mental data. Since the mass of deposited Co is accura
known, we give the susceptibility in SI absolute units. Unle
indicated otherwise, the data shown in this paper were m
sured on samples having more than 20 Co/Al2O3 bilayers in
order to maximize their magnetic signals. We have chec
for tCo50.3 nm andtCo50.7 nm that the variation of the

TABLE I. Parameters of the Gaussian distribution of particl
sizes obtained by TEM~a! and from the fit of the magnetizatio
data ~b! The width s of the distribution is given in units of the
average diameter. The last column gives the estimated fractio
Co atoms which do not aggregate in particles.

~a! ~b!

tCo ~nm! ^D&a ~nm! sa ^D&b ~nm! sb xpara

0.1 0.8~1! 0.35~5! 0.7~2!

0.2 0.83~20! 0.3 1.3~1! 0.3~1! 0.7~2!

0.3 1.4~3! 0.3 1.4~1! 0.32~5! 0.22~4!

0.4 1.4~3! 0.22 2.2~1! 0.2~1! 0.5~1!

0.7 2.9~6! 0.23 3.1~3! 0.2~1! 0.25~5!

1 4.2~8! 0.27 5.2~3! 0.25~5! 0.13~3!
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magnetization and of the ac susceptibility with temperat
and magnetic field is rather insensitive to the precise valu
N, provided thatN is larger than 10 layers.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Superparamagnetic blocking

The magnetic dc susceptibility was measured by cool
the samples in zero field~ZFC! or in the presence of the
measuring magnetic field~FC!. Typical ZFC-FC magnetiza-
tion curves are plotted in Fig. 1. At high temperatures
ZFC and FC curves coincide, indicating that the samp
behave as superparamagnets. In this region, both curves
low the Curie-Weiss lawC/(T2u). The value ofC increases
as tCo increases~see the inset of Fig. 1!, as expected for
larger clusters formation as the deposition time of Co
creases. The Curie-Weiss temperatureu is nearly zero but for
the two samples containing the largest particles. This
brought about by the interaction between the particles, wh
we shall consider in a separate section below. At lower te
perature, the two curves start to separate. The ZFC cu
shows a maximum at a temperatureTB below which the
magnetic moments are blocked in fixed directions. It is w
known that the phenomenon of blocking is related to
magnetic anisotropy of the particles.18 The anisotropy favors
some particular orientations of the magnetic moment, t
opposite to each other in the simplest case of uniaxial ani
ropy, which are separated by activation energy barriersU. As
the temperature decreases, the number of thermal phono
energy equal or larger thanU decreases, thus leading to a
exponential increase of the timet needed to reverse the mag
netic moment of a particle:18–20

t5t0exp~U/kBT!. ~1!

of

FIG. 1. dc susceptibility of a multilayer withtCo50.1 nm and
N5100 measured with a field of 0.01 T: open symbols, FC; so
symbols, ZFC. The lines represent the results of calculations
formed with the parameters of the size distribution given in Tabl
dashed line, equilibrium susceptibility; dotted line, ZFC suscepti
ity calculated takingU5Ke f fV and Ke f f52.43106 J/m3; solid
lines, ZFC and FC susceptibilities calculated for surface anisotr
with Ks50.3 mJ/m2. Inset: inverse suceptibility of three multilay
ers: ~a! tCo50.1 nm, N5100; ~b! tCo50.3 nm, N540; and~c!
tCo50.7 nm,N530. The lines represent the equilibrium suscep
bility of ~b! calculated for^D&51.4 nm and three values ofs:
0.25 ~upper curve!, 0.3 ~medium curve!, and 0.35~lower curve!.
9-2
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ENHANCEMENT OF THE MAGNETIC ANISOTROPY OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 094409
Here t0'10210–10213 s is an inverse attempt frequenc
which depends on the damping of the magnetic momen
the phonon or the magnon baths. In this simple picture,
superparamagnetic blocking takes place whent equals the
measurement time of each experimental pointte , thus TB
.aU/kBln(te/t0), wherea is a constant which depends o
the width of the particle size distribution~more details are
given below!. We have indeed observed thatTB increases
with the Co deposition time, that is, with the average volu
of the aggregates. Therefore, we writeU5Ke f fV, where

FIG. 2. Equilibrium magnetization of multilayers withtCo

50.7 nm~a! and tCo50.3 nm~b!, measured at different tempera
tures. The lines represent the calculated results.~a! Dotted line, pure
Langevin curve forD53.1 nm; solid lines, results calculated a
eraging a Langevin curve over a Gaussian distribution of sizes@see
Eq. ~2!# with s50.2 and three different values of the average
ameter.~b! Solid line, as in the upper picture fors50.32 and
^D&51.4 nm; dotted lines, equilibrium magnetization calculat
for T512 K andT530 K with the same size distribution but fo
uniaxial anisotropy withU5pKsD

2 andKs50.2 mJ/m2.

FIG. 3. Hysteresis loop of a multilayer withtCo50.1 nm mea-
sured atT52 K after cooling the sample in zero field or in 5
from room temperature.
09440
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Ke f f is an effective anisotropy constant with contributio
from the intrinsic magnetocrystalline anisotropy of the f
Co and from other sources, such as stress-induced aniso
or surface-induced anisotropy. The dependence ofKe f f on V
will be considered below in Sec. IV C.

AboveTB the magnetization isotherms are fully reversib
because the magnetic moments are in thermal equilibri
As shown in Fig. 2, the experimental data measured w
above the blocking temperature of each sample collapse
a single curve when they are plotted as a function ofH/T,
indicating that the effect of the anisotropy is weak. Furth
more, pure Langevin curves fit the experimental data reas
ably well, which shows that the size distributions of all the
samples are narrow. BelowTB , the magnetization show
hysteresis~see Fig. 3! with both the coercive fieldHc and the
remanenceMr increasing as the temperature decreases~cf.
Fig. 4!.

We plot in Fig. 5 the low-T values of Mr and of the

-

FIG. 4. Left axis: temperature dependence of the remanent m
netization (s) and of the saturation magnetization measured w
m0H55 T (d) of a tCo50.7 nm multilayer. The lines are calcu
lated with Eqs. ~2! and ~9!, respectively taking Msb

51.7mB /Co atom, the parameters given in Table I, and the dis
bution f (U) estimated from the blocking of the ac susceptibilit
Right axis: temperature dependence of the coercive field (3) of the
same sample.

FIG. 5. Variation of the low-temperature reduced remanent m
netizationmr (s, right axis! and saturation magnetizationMs (d,
left axis! with the amount of deposited Co for all samples studie
The dotted line represents (12xpara)1.71xparamB with xpara as
obtained from TEM studies and the dashed line is a guide to
eye.
9-3
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F. LUIS et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 094409
saturation magnetizationMs as a function oftCo . It is inter-
esting to note that, fortCo,0.7 nm, the reduced remanen
mr5Mr /Ms is smaller than the value 1/2 predicted for pa
ticles having their easy axes oriented at random.21 We at-
tribute the reduction ofmr below this value to the presenc
of paramagnetic atoms that do not contribute tomr . A Curie
tail shown by the saturation magnetization at the lowest te
peratures is also related to this extra contribution. The exc
paramagnetism arises likely from single atoms or very sm
clusters that are formed in the first stages of the prepara
process and which do not give rise to furth
aggregation.15,16,22It was found that the fractionxpara of Co
which is deposited but is not detected by TEM increases
tCo decreases. Accordingly,mr decreases as the amount
deposited Co decreases. On the other hand, the sample
tCo51 nm hasmr50.71, that is, larger than 1/2, likely be
cause of the predominant ferromagnetic coupling betw
particles.

It is also remarkable that the average magnetic mom
per atom for the whole sample, as obtained fromMs of Figs.
4 and 5, is smaller than the value for bulk Co (1.7mB per Co
atom! for all samples and that it decreases astCo decreases
~and thus as the average size of the particles decreases!. This
dependence is opposite to that observed for free Co clus
in beams8 and also for Co particles of similar size support
in a solid matrix.10,23 In those experiments, the measur
magnetic moment per atom exceeded the bulk value an
was found to increase as the diameter of the particles
creases.

The smaller value ofMs that we measure could be relate
to the presence of an oxide layer at the surface of the
ticles, which orders antiferromagnetically. However, we d
not find any trace of oxide in electron energy loss spectr
copy ~EELS! measurements. Moreover, it is known that t
exchange interaction between this layer and the magn
core of the particles would also induce a net anisotropy
the latter.24 This so-called exchange anisotropy leads to
shift of the hysteresis loops when the sample is cooled do
in the presence of a magnetic field. For example, Peng
co-workers25 have recently measured an exchange bias fi
as large as 1 T for CoO coated Co clusters having a diam
of 6 nm and 13 nm. By contrast, as we show in Fig. 3,
hysteresis loops measured after cooling the sample in
field or in 5 T from room temperature are nearly identic
thus with no evidence for an antiferromagnetic order at
surface layer. Thus, we conclude that most of the partic
are free from oxidation.

It is, however, still possible that some of the Co atoms
close contact with the Al2O3 matrix, have a weak chemica
link with it. This chemical bonding can reduce the number
unpaired electrons and then quench the magnetic mome
the metal atom, as was shown by van Leeuwen
co-workers.5 From our data, it is not possible to determin
whether the atoms involved in the reduction of the aver
magnetic moment are located at the periphery of the parti
or are those atoms which do not form aggregates, bec
the relative concentration of both increases as the ave
size of the clusters decreases.
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Therefore, in what follows, we approach the problem in
different way. As a starting point of the analysis we consid
that the spheres have the bulk magnetization:Msb51.7mB
per Co atom, whereas the missing magnetic moment is
clusively attributed to the paramagnetic Co fraction. T
contribution of the clusters to the net saturation magnet
tion of each sample then equals (12xpara)Msb . It was ob-
tained by subtracting the low-T paramagnetic tail from the
total Ms . This tail corresponds approximately to (0.7–1)mB
per paramagnetic atom for all samples, which indicates
these isolated atoms have in average only one unpaired
tron. In this way,xpara is also estimated. The so-obtaine
xpara values~see Table I! increase astCo decreases and are i
reasonably good agreement with the values previously de
mined by TEM.16 We show in Fig. 5 that (12xpara)1.7
1xparamB calculated using the TEM values reproduces w
the observed dependence ofMs as a function oftCo ~with the
exception of the sample withtCo50.3 nm). We also find
that the remanent magnetization calculated as 0.
2xpara)Msb accounts for the experimental data fortCo
<0.4 nm. Above this thickness, the interaction between
particles becomes important~see Sec. IV D! and, conse-
quently, the remanence becomes larger than what is expe
for noninteracting magnetic moments.

B. Determination of the particle size distribution

In this section we will try to determine the particle siz
distribution from the equilibrium magnetic properties of ea
sample and compare it with the results obtained by TEM
Fig. 2 we have plotted the equilibrium magnetizationM of
two different samples havingtCo50.3 nm and 0.7 nm, re-
spectively. We recall that, for a set of magnetic momentsm
without anisotropy,M (H,T,m)5MsL(mH/T), whereL de-
notes the Langevin function. If the anisotropy energy is tak
into account, there is no analytical expression forM (H,T,m)
and the shape of the magnetization curve deviates from
pure Langevin form whenU/kBT is large. However, it can
still be evaluated numerically, as was described in Ref. 2

For a real sample, we have to averageM (H,T,m) over
the appropriate distribution of particle sizes. Comparing
calculated magnetization to the experimental data we s
try next to get information about this distribution. In order
directly compare our results with those obtained previou
by TEM, we defineg(D) as the distribution of number o
particles having a diameter equal toD. For spherical particles
m5pMsbD

3/6, whereMsb is, for the reasons given in th
previous section, taken as equal to the saturation magne
tion of bulk Co. We fit the experimental data using the fo
lowing expression:

M ~H,T!5xparamBtanhS mBH

kBT D1~12xpara!

3Msb

E g~D !V@M ~H,T,m!/Ms#dD

E g~D !VdD

, ~2!
9-4
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taking for g a Gaussian distribution.
For each sample, we fit only data measured at temp

tures for which the two calculations, with and without anis
ropy, give approximately the same result. We give an
ample of this method in the lower panel of Fig. 2 for
multilayer with tCo50.3 nm. Above 30 K, the calculation
performed with and without anisotropy almost coincide. F
lower temperatures, close toTB58.6 K, the experimenta
magnetization starts to deviate from the pure isotropic
havior, as happens for the data measured atT512 K. Even
then, the experimental data are rather well reproduced by
calculations if we use the value ofKe f f determined from the
blocking of the ac susceptibility~see Sec. IV C below!. ^D&
values obtained from the fit for all samples are given in Ta
I. We find that̂ D& increases withtCo , as expected. For mos
of the samples it is, however, larger by 10%–40% than
values that were previously found by TEM. This discrepan
can be ascribed to the fact that the TEM experiments w
performed on single layers deposited on a special car
substrate, whereas we have measured multilayers prep
on a Si oxide. However, we have also measured a monol
with tCo50.7 nm and obtained almost the same magnet
tion results~see the upper panel of Fig. 2! as for a multilayer.
An alternative explanation is that the saturation magnet
tion of the smallest particles is enhanced with respect to
bulk, as was found in similar systems of Co clusters.7,8,10,23

However, even if we had used the maximum value of 2.3mB
per Co atom, which was found by Respaudet al., ^D& would
have decreased by 10% only, that is, within the uncerta
of the fitting procedure. In order to get the same diame
that were observed by TEM,Ms should be as large a
3mB–4mB per Co atom for the smallest clusters.

The fit of the magnetization curves is more sensitive
the value of^D& than to the width of the distributions. In
fact, it is possible to obtain a reasonably good fit by usin
single Langevin curve (s50) with almost the samêD&
value as forsÞ0 ~see Fig. 2, upper panel!. In order to get a
better estimation ofs, we have also fitted the equilibrium
susceptibility, as obtained from the low field dc or ac me
surements well aboveTB , using the following expression:

xeq5

E g~D !V~Msb
2 V/3kBT!dD

E g~D !VdD

. ~3!

This formula is valid also for particles with uniaxial mag
netic anisotropy if, as is the case for our samples, the an
ropy axes are not oriented.27 It turns out that the equilibrium
susceptibility is very sensitive to the presence of large p
ticles in the distribution and therefore tos, as is shown in the
inset of Fig. 1. For this reason, the contribution of the pa
magnetic moments toxeq can be neglected in all cases. Th
values for ^D& and s that are given in Table I are thos
which reproduce best both the equilibrium magnetizat
isotherms and the equilibrium susceptibility. The width
the distribution is found to be rather constant and in go
agreement with the value found previously by TEM. T
slight increase ofs as the average size of the aggrega
09440
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decreases was also observed in the TEM data.15 In conclu-
sion, the codeposition of Co and Al2O3 yields Co clusters of
controllable size and with a narrow and nearly constant d
tribution of diameters.

C. Magnetic anisotropy

Next, we want to study the dependence of the effect
anisotropy on the cluster size. The anisotropy of the partic
can be estimated by comparing the average activation en
^U& to the average volumep/6^D&3. Usually ^U& is esti-
mated aŝ U&525kBTB , whereTB is the temperature of the
maximum of the ZFC susceptibility. However, this procedu
leads to an overestimation of the anisotropy becauseTB de-
pends not only on̂U& but also increases withs.28,29

In order to get more reliable values we need a way
obtain the full distribution of activation energiesf (U) and
then to find which value ofU corresponds to particles with
diameter equal tô D&. Fortunately, f (U) can be directly
determined from ac susceptibility data measured near the
perparamagnetic blocking temperatureTB .29,30 As men-
tioned above, the blocking occurs when the average re
ation time becomes of the order of 1/v. It is therefore clear
that the temperature dependence ofx8 and x9 near TB is
determined by the distribution ofU among the particles. In
order to relatex8 andx9 to the distributionf (U) it is com-
mon to assume that those particles havingU.Ub are fully
blocked and the ones that do not fulfill this condition are
equilibrium. This hypothesis is reasonable because the re
ation time depends exponentially onU according to Eq.~1!.
For noninteracting particles,

x8.E
0

Ub
xeq~U,T! f ~U !dU1

2

3EUb

`

x'~U,T! f ~U !dU,

~4!

x9.
p

2
kBTxeq~T,Ub! f ~Ub!, ~5!

whereUb5kBT ln(1/vt0) is the activation energy of thos
particles having exactlyt5te at a given temperature.xeq

5Msb
2 V/3kBT and x'5Msb

2 /2Ke f f are the equilibrium sus-
ceptibility and the reversible~high-frequency limit! suscep-
tibility, respectively.27 It follows from Eq. ~5! that U f (U)
can be directly determined by plottingx9 versus the scaling
variableUb . In Fig. 6 we show the result for a multilaye
with tCo50.7 nm. Similar results were obtained for th
other samples.

It is important to note here thatf (U) is the fraction of the
total magnetic volume occupied by particles having the a
vation energyU, since the susceptibility is mainly dominate
by the contribution of the largest particles. Contrary,g(D)
gives instead the number of particles of a given size. The
distributions are related as follows:

f ~U !5
Vg~D !

~dU/dD!E
0

`

Vg~D !dD

. ~6!
9-5
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For spherical particlesU(D)5Ke f f(p/6)D3. Thereforef (U)
is, apart from normalization factors, proportional
(U/Ke f f)

1/3g@(6U/pKe f f)
1/3#. Using this relationship and

taking a Gaussiang(D), it is possible to fitx9(Ub). The
anisotropy constant is then simply the ratio betweenU(^D&)
andV(^D&). Although the fit is rather good, we find that th
functiong that is extracted in this way fromf (U) ~or x9) is
systematically narrower than the size distribution obtain
previously using the equilibrium magnetization and magne
susceptibility. We will discuss later on the possible physi
origin of this discrepancy.

The distributionf (U) can also be obtained by a differe
method, which makes use of the ZFC and FC dc suscept
ity curves measured at low enough magnetic fields. The
ference between the ZFC and FC magnetization curves s
from the different contributions of the blocked particles
each of them. Neglecting the weak variation ofMsb with T,
this contribution only depends onT via the critical energyUb
which determines the relative number of blocked and sup
paramagnetic particles at a given temperature. Using
same approximation which led to Eqs.~4! and~5! for the ac
susceptibility, it is possible to show that

]~MFC2MZFC!

]T
52Mirr ~Ub ,T,H ! f ~Ub!, ~7!

where Mirr 5Meq2Mrev and Mrev is the magnetization
brought by the reversible rotation of the magnetic mome
This expression is valid provided that the applied magn
field is much smaller than the anisotropy fieldHk
52Ke f f /Msb , as is actually the case in our experiments. I
also possible to approximateMirr (Ub).xeq(Ub)H. There-
fore, Eq. ~7! gives an independent method to determ
f (U). We plot in Fig. 6 the results obtained for an appli
field of 0.001 T, which are in good agreement with the
susceptibility data. In the same figure, data obtained
m0H50.01 T are also shown. In this case the maximum
the distribution shifts towards lower values ofUb , indicating

FIG. 6. Imaginary part of the susceptibility of a multilayer wi
tCo50.7 nm andN530 plotted as a function of the scaling var
ableUB /kB5T ln(1/vt0), with t0510213 seconds. The solid line
is a fit according to Eq.~5! taking a Gaussian forg(D). Results
obtained as explained in the text@cf. Eq. ~7!# from ZFC-FC mag-
netization curves measured with two different magnetic fields
also shown for comparison.
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that the activation energy decreases in a magnetic field
addition, the distribution function broadens a bit as a res
of the random orientation of the easy axes.

We now come back to our main goal. The anisotro
constant is plotted in Fig. 7 as a function of the avera
diameter of the aggregates. It is interesting to compare th
experimental data with the constantKe f f that is estimated
using only the intrinsic magnetocrystalline anisotropy
bulk Co. For hcp Co, the stable phase for large partic
Ke f f , equals the intrinsic uniaxial anisotropy constantK
54.33105 J/m3. However, the structural characterization
all samples studied here shows that they crystallize in the
phase. Therefore, we would expect that the intrinsic anis
ropy of the particles in our samples would be smaller th
that for hcp Co. For cubic anisotropy28,31 Ke f f5K/4, where
K is the second-order intrinsic anisotropy constant. Tak
K52.63105 J/m3 for fcc Co,10,32 this gives Ke f f.6.5
3104 J/m3. Therefore, the values that we find for a
samples are almost one to two orders of magnitude la
than expected for magnetocrystalline anisotropy. Furth
more,Ke f f is observed to increase as^D& decreases. The siz
dependence of the effective anisotropy follows appro
mately the following phenomenological expression:

Ke f f5K`1
6Ks

^D&
, ~8!

with K`55(62)3104 J/m3 and Ks53.3(60.5)
31021 mJ/m2. This result is robust in the sense that it do
not change qualitatively if we use the average diame
found by TEM, instead of the values obtained from the ma
netization data. The first term is close toK/4 and can there-
fore be identified as the contribution of the intrinsic anis
ropy. The second one is proportional to the fraction of ato
located at the periphery of the particles, which can be m
than 80% of all Co atoms for the smallest clusters stud
here. Our experimental results indicate then that there ex
a rather large contribution of the surface atoms to the
anisotropy.

The enhancement of the magnetic anisotropy
nanometer-sized metallic particles with respect to the b

e

FIG. 7. Size dependence of the effective anisotropy constan
all samples investigated.3 gives the value obtained for a single
layer with tCo50.7 nm. The solid line is a best squares fit of t
data to Eq.~8!.
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has been previously reported by several authors.9,10,23For Co
particles with diameters varying between 4.4 and 1.8 n
Chen and co-workers10 obtainedKe f f which increases from
about 53105 J/m3 to about 33106 J/m3. These values are
even larger than ours. However, they are of the same orde
the values that would have been obtained if we had used
temperature of the maximum of the ZFC susceptibility,
was done by the authors. More recently, Respaudet al.23

studied the anisotropy of Co particles of 1.5 and 1.9 nm
fitting the whole ZFC and FC magnetization curves,
method that can be considered as equivalent to ours. T
found Ke f f.8.33105 J/m3 and Ke f f.7.33105 J/m3, re-
spectively, in reasonably good agreement with our data.
existence of a large surface anisotropy in metallic particle
thus well established experimentally.

The origin of this extra anisotropy has been related to
modification of the electrostatic and exchange interaction
the atoms located at the surface,4,33,34which depends largely
on whether the surface is oxidized or not. Since our sam
show no oxide layer, we have to consider how the proper
of a ‘‘bare’’ metallic surface are modified with respect to t
bulk. The value ofKs that we have found is actually compa
rable to the perpendicular anisotropy measured in free
surfaces.35 It is commonly accepted that this perpendicu
anisotropy is related to the appearance of a large orbital m
netic moment on these atoms.36 The 3d electrons become
more localized at the surface and, consequently, have la
orbital moments. The same theoretical interpretation can
applied to the atoms at the periphery of small meta
clusters.4 In this case, the enhanced anisotropy at the surf
extends to the inner atoms via the strong exchange inte
tion with them, which leads to an increase of the avera
anisotropy of even spherical clusters.37 This interpretation
has been confirmed by x-ray magnetic dichroism exp
ments performed on Au/Co/Au layers35 and more recently
also on Co-disk-like aggregates supported on Au surface11

It was found that the orbital componentmL of the total mag-
netic moment scales with the fraction of atoms located at
surface of the aggregates. For spherical clusters, as the
studied here, we expect then thatmL}1/̂ D&, dependence
that we have indeed observed forKe f f . We therefore con-
clude that the observed increase ofKe f f is likely due to the
increasingly localized character of the 3d electrons of the
atoms located at the surface.

Once the particle size distribution and the anisotropy
known, it is possible to predict the time-dependent magn
response of the samples and compare it to the experim
Examples of these calculations are compared to the exp
mental data in Figs. 1, 2, and 4. The calculations acco
very well for the experimental data measured aboveTB , as
expected. They also reproduce in Fig. 1 the deviation of
FC susceptibility from the equilibrium susceptibility th
takes place below 5 K. However, they reproduce neither
position nor the shape of the maximum of the ZFC susc
tibility. Another example of this discrepancy is shown in F
8, where we plot the experimentalx8 for a multilayer with
tCo50.3 nm and the values calculated~dotted line! with Eq.
~4!. Again, the width of the blocking transition is clear
overestimated by the calculations.
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We recall here that we have found that the activation b
rier distribution is systematically narrower than the size d
tribution for all samples. As an example, in the inset of F
8 we plot the size distributiong(D) of a multilayer with
tCo50.7 nm extracted fromx9 and directly observed by
TEM. The horizontal scale for the former distribution
(6Ub /pKe f f)

1/3, with Ke f f5106 J/m3. It is tempting now to
attribute the ‘‘narrowing’’ of the blocking transition to th
effect of the surface anisotropy. WhenKs /D@K` then U
'KsS, whereS5pD2 is the surface of the particle. It fol
lows then from Eq.~6! that f (U)}D2g(D) and the width of
the distribution of activation energies must then be sma
than whenU}V. Figure 8 shows indeed that when the sam
susceptibility data are represented versus the varia
(Ub /pKs)

1/2 the ensuing size distribution is in better agre
ment with what it is found by TEM or from the equilibrium
magnetization and susceptibility. In this way, we also obt
Ks which turns out to be between 0.2 and 0.3 mJ/m2 for all
samples. This value can be then used to recalculate th
susceptibility and the ZFC magnetization. We find that t
calculations performed with the same parameterss and^D&
as before~see Table I! but takingU}D2 are in much better
agreement with the experiment~see Figs. 1 and 8!. Although
the width of the of size distribution is not always accurate
determined, it seems that the influence of the surf
anisotropy also modifies the shape of the susceptibility p
at the blocking. We conclude that the dynamical respons
very small particles is therefore determined by the spe
physical properties of the atoms which are located at th
surface.

FIG. 8. Real part of the susceptibility of a Co multilayer wi
tCo50.3 nm andN540 measured for two different frequencie
The dotted line is calculated forv/2p50.1 Hz with Eq.~4! using
the parameters of Table I and takingU5pKe f fD

3/6, with Ke f f

51.153106 J/m3. The solid lines are calculated takingU
5pKsD

2, with Ks5231021 mJ/m2. Inset: the size distribution
determined by TEM fortCo50.7 nm is compared to the distribu
tions obtained fromx9 for two limiting cases where the anisotrop
is either dominated by the intrinsic~volume! contribution ~solid
line! or by the surface anisotropy~dotted line!. The scaling in the
horizontal axis gives respectivelyKe f f5106 J/m3 and Ks

50.33 mJ/m2.
9-7
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D. Influence of the number of layers:
Dipole-dipole interaction between the particles

There has been some debate during the last years a
the effect that the dipole-dipole interaction between magn
nanoparticles has on their relaxation times. Shtrikman
Wolfarth38 and later Dormannet al.39 predicted that the ef-
fective activation energy increases by an amount that
pends on the number and spatial arrangement of the neig
particles. By contrast, in the model proposed by Mo”rup and
Tronc40 the interaction between the particles leads to a low
U. The experimental validation of one of these two model
complicated because, for some preparation methods, it is
ficult to vary the density of particles in the sample witho
modifying the distribution of particle sizes.39,41

The preparation method of our samples presents a num
of advantages. We have seen that the average size ca
controlled by changing the deposition time, but also
packing of the particles can be controlled. The TEM imag
show that the clusters in a layer do not agglomerate a
furthermore, that the deposition of several layers of Co a
Al2O3 leads to a self-organized spatial arrangement of
particles~see Ref. 17!. For a multilayer each cluster has, o
average, six nearest neighbors in the same plane, three a
and another three below it. FortCo50.7 nm, the average
distance between nearest Co clusters in the same lay
L i.5.4 nm, whereas the distance to nearest neighbor
adjacent layers isl54.5 nm.17 In this section, we compare
the relaxation rate of two samples having bothtCo
50.7 nm(̂ D&.3 nm), but very different number of layers
namely, 30 and only one. By going from a monolayer to
multilayer we certainly expect that the average energy
interaction of a particle with the others changes. The in
action energy between particles in adjacent layers is the l
est and of the order ofm2/l3'40 K. By contrast,
in a sample with a single layer, each particles h
in average, only six neighbors coupled by a weaker inter
tion (m2/L i

3'20 K).
In order to attribute any difference between the tw

samples to the effect of the interparticle interactions, it
very important to check beforehand that the sizes of the
gregates are the same in both. We showed in Fig. 2 tha
equilibrium magnetization curves of the two samples are
most identical, and we compare in Fig. 9 the inverse of th
ac susceptibility curves. AboveTB , the susceptibility follows
the Curie-Weiss law, with identical values ofC, which con-
firms that^D& and s are practically the same. By contras
the Curie-Weiss temperatureu is about 2 times smaller fo
the monolayer, indicating that the average interparticle in
action is notably reduced. It is also apparent that the block
temperature of the monolayer is smaller than that of
multilayer. As we have done before, the activation energy
the two samples can be compared by plottingx9 measured at
different frequencies as a function of the scaling varia
Ub , as shown in the inset of Fig. 9. The maximum of t
curve for the monolayer is clearly shifted towards lower v
ues of Ub with respect to the maximum obtained for th
multilayer. Our data give strong evidence that the interact
between the aggregate layers tends to increase the activ
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energy of each particle, by an amount of about 200 K. T
difference is of the same order of magnitude as the inte
tion energy with the six nearest neighbors in the multilay
We also find that the relative width ofU f (U) has the same
value for the two samples, which confirms again that
distribution of particle sizes is the same.

Finally, we would like to mention that the effect that th
interaction between the layers has on the effective anisotr
is smaller, by more than one order of magnitude, than
variation ofKe f f with size, as shown in Fig. 7. The interac
tion is, moreover, expected to be much weaker for
smaller particles, in agreement with the small value ofu
found for tCo,0.7 nm. Therefore, this effect only intro
duces a small uncertainty~about 5%) in the value ofKs .

E. Magnetic relaxation at low temperatures

In the previous sections, the reversal of the magnetic m
ments has been treated as a classical process assisted
interaction with a thermal bath. However, taken as a quan
variable, the spin of a magnetic clusterSc5MsV/gmB can in
principle flip also by quantum tunneling across the barrie
the effective Hamiltonian contains terms which deviate fro
the uniaxial symmetry.14 This possibility is very attractive
because it would show the existence of quantum effect
the intermediate scale between the microscopic and the m
roscopic worlds. Quantum relaxation can dominate over
thermal activation at very low temperatures, when the th
mal population of the first excited state doublet6(S21)
becomes negligible, and should lead to a saturation of
relaxation rate to a nearly-temperature-independent valu42

Such a saturation has indeed been observed in some sys
of single-domain particles in the past.13,14,25,43

In this section, we present measurements of the relaxa
of the remanent magnetization of an initially saturat
sample. We have chosen the sample with the smallest

FIG. 9. Inverse ac susceptibility (v/2p51 Hz) of two samples
with the sametCo50.7 nm but different number of layers:d, N
530; s, N51. Inset: for the same two samples, scaling plot ofx9
measured at different frequencies: Dots, 0.025 Hz; up triangles,
Hz; squares, 1 Hz; down triangles, 10 Hz. In both casest0

510213 s.
9-8
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ENHANCEMENT OF THE MAGNETIC ANISOTROPY OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 094409
clusters for two reasons: first, because the rate for quan
relaxation must be the largest for these clusters of only ab
25–50 atoms, and second, because this sample show
strongest anisotropy. The separation of the two lowest-ly
state doublets, which is roughly given byV0'gmBHk , is
then about 3 K, thus larger than the lowest temperat
that our magnetometer can reach (Tmin51.7 K). We have
measured the decay of the magnetization of the sam
that takes place after a magnetic field of 5 T is switch
off at different temperatures. The decay ofMr is approxi-
mately logarithmic in time. An important advantage
recording the relaxation at zero field is that it can th
be easily calculated using our knowledge of the activat
energies distribution. At zero field, the equilibrium magne
zation is zero for all particles. Therefore, using the sa
approximation as before, the time-dependent magnetiza
is given by

M ~ t,T!5
Ms

2 E
Ub

`

f ~U !d~U !, ~9!

where we have made the reasonable approximation tha
magnetic moments of the particles are initially saturated
the magnetic field. The factor of 1/2 arises from the reve
ible rotation of the magnetic moments for a random orien
tion of the easy axes, as in the Stoner-Wolhfarth model.21 As
pointed out by Labartaet al.,44 if the magnetic moments flip
by a thermally activated process, the relaxation curves m
sured at different temperatures should scale when plotte
a function ofUb . This plot also gives a picture of the relax
ation at very long times, which are not experimentally acc
sible. Our experimental data, which we plot in Fig. 10
indeed show a rather good scaling for the samet0
510213 s that was obtained from the shift of the maximu
of x9 with frequency. The solid line in the figure was calc
lated with Eq.~9! using the distributionf (U) that we deter-
mined with the method described in Sec. IV C. The scal
of the data confirms that the relaxation mechanism is cla
cal ~not tunneling! down toT51.7 K.

FIG. 10. Time-dependent remanent magnetization of
(Co 0.1 nm Al2O3 3 nm)100 multilayer plotted as a function o
the scaling variableUB /kB5T ln(te /t0) with t0510213 s. The in-
set shows the temperature dependence of the magnetic visc
The solid lines are calculated according to Eqs.~9! and ~10!.
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In the inset of Fig. 10 we show the temperature dep
dence of the so-called magnetic viscositySr , determined as
the slope of theMr vs ln(t) curves. Below about 2.5 K,Sr
does not vary much withT. We note, however, that, accord
ing to Eq.~9!, the magnetic viscosity is just

Sr[
]M

] ln t
52kBT

Ms

2
f ~Ub! ~10!

and it is therefore proportional tof (U). The apparent satu
ration of S measured between 1.7 K and 2.5 K just refle
the shape of the distributionf (U), and it is indeed rather
well described by the ‘‘classical’’ calculation. These da
give an example of how important it is to have informatio
about f (U) in order to adequately interpret the relaxatio
data.45

V. FINAL REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a detailed and extensive study of
magnetic properties of Co aggregates prepared by seque
deposition of Co and Al2O3. This preparation method en
ables us to control both the average size and the numbe
layers independently. We have shown that the distribution
activation energies can be accurately determined from
susceptibility and ZFC-FC magnetization measurements.
have investigated the variation of the effective anisotropy
the size of the aggregates decreases from about 5 nm
below 1 nm. We find thatKe f f scales with the fraction of
atoms located at the periphery of the aggregates.
strength of the surface anisotropy is of the same orde
what is found for free Co surfaces and we therefore attrib
it to the increase of the orbital magnetic moment of the
atoms. Furthermore, the activation energies distribution
sembles the distribution of particle’s surfaces rather than
volume distribution. For such small clusters, it is therefo
more appropriate to writeU5KsS than the ‘‘traditional’’U
5Ke f fV. Using the distributions of sizes and of activatio
energies that we have determined, we are able to giv
quantitative account of all the equilibrium and tim
dependent experimental quantities. We have also sh
that the activation energy increases when the aver
number of nearest neighbors per particle increases
agreement with the model of Dormannet al. Finally, the
decay of the remanent magnetization of clusters contain
only about 25–50 atoms is shown to proceed via a therm
activated mechanism down to the lowest temperatu
investigated.
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